Let’s Take a Ferry Ride!!

We’re going to the mainland!
It’s time to get in the car and drive down to the ferry. I have some yummy pizza for us to eat on the boat!
Did we remember the tickets Kenny?
Uh-huh!
We’re going to walk right on! Let’s hold hands Kenny.
- We’ll give our tickets to Dave or John.
- Say “hi”! Dave and John are our friends!
Come up the stairs with me. We’ll find a spot to sit where we can look right out the window.

Maybe we’ll see a fishing boat!!
And we’re off!
Look at the seagull Kenny!

What do **you** see out the window?
Time to get off the ferry in Rockland…
The Library!
Nancy!
The Pool!
Grocery Store!
The Beach!
The Park!

and we’ll go have some fun!